
Market Q&A



1 Is there still 10:1 and 10:2 release?

Yes, company will still maintain the release through GUSDT™ purchase 
amount in CoinBene.

2What is green channel?

The Green Channel is a company partnership program, where participants have the 
opportunity to get 5 million value of GUSDT™ + 5 million USDT = a total of 10 million 
dollars rewards, and can get the rewards based on participation amount, to get the 
ranking promotion directly.
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3 What are the benefits of participating in the Green Channel?
(1)The amount of participation is distributed at an annualized rate of 10% at an divided rate of 
0.0274% USDT every day, which can be directly withdrawn until the MT5 online launching ends.

4Do I need to purchase packages after participating in the Green Channel on MT5?

After MT5 launches, the participation funds that are in the Green Channel, members need to 
choose manually and freely to stake in any Pool and purchase the package there. There is no need 

to purchase additional top up anymore.

(2)According to the amount of participation funds, the following corresponding positions/ranks 
can be obtained (buy positions/ranks)
1,000 USDT will obtain AG Agent, and the team's rebate is 3 usdt a pip  
5,000 USDT will obtain AM Agency Manager, and the team's rebate is 6 USDT a pip  
10,000 USDT will obtain UM Unit Manager, and the team's rebate is 8 USDT a pip  
30,000 USDT will obtain RM Regional Manager, and the team's rebate is 10 USDT a pip  
GM Global Manager is not open for the direct promotion/ranking purchase, the team's rebate, however, is 
15 USDT a pip (if you have achieved this rank based on your performance)
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5Suppose that member A stake in the Golden Goose Fund and bought 1,000 coins, but took 400 coins to 
participate in this green channel, is he/she still qualified for the internal release of 10:2?

The company will do the settlement at 00:00 on Tuesday midnight. If member A 
has a remaining amount of 600 GUSDT™, he/she will get an internal release 
amount of 600 GUSDT™ at 10:1 ratio.

However, if Member A only sells his/her GUSDT™ on Tuesday, then it will not 
affect the 10:2 release quota.
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6 Which market price is the standard to follow for our GUSDT™ wallet? (Coinbene, Lbank, GIBX?) 

The standard price for GUSDT™ is based on Coinbene 

7After the end of 30/60/90 days, the withdrawal is in USDT or GUSDT™, or partially GUSDT™? 

All the refunds capital are given in USDT 
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8 If our direct referral did not enter right now, is the second in line counted as direct referral 
if he/she enters? Is there any compression? 

When calculating the rewards, it will based on those who 
entered and calculate the generations for the reward distribution 

9The active and passive income of the FX is calculated daily or weekly? 

Active = daily, Passive = weekly

Example: direct referral didn't enter, the second generation invested $1,000, the third and fourth 
generation didn't invest, the 5th gen invested $5,000, the sixth didn't invest, the 7th invested $10,000 

If that's the case, the second gen becomes the first gen (direct), the 5th becomes the 2nd, the 7th 
becomes the 3rd. The generation reward calculation will be 10% of the $1,000 from the 1st gen, 0% of 
the 2nd gen, 5% of the 3rd gen's $10,000
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10 Is there any limit cap for withdrawal? 

Ordinary members: US 1,000
Agent: USD 5,000
Agent Manager (AM): USD 5,000
Unit Manager (UM): USD 10,000
Regional Manager (RM): USD 30,000
Global Manager (GM): USD 50,000

• All the limit cap for withdrawal will be based on the following settings:

Remarks: For those members who participated in the Green Channel, they will 
get to enjoy the withdrawal speed of T+2, whereas those who participated after 
the launch will have the withdrawal speed of T+5.
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11How to enter using the green channel, and what happens after the launch? 

The company decided to unify the buy in/enter both for the after the opening 
and launch. You can choose the following combination to enter GIB2.0, and 
you should seize the opportunity to directly upgrade your ranking. 

1. 60％ new funds（USDT/BTC/ETH）+40％GUSDT (based in coinbene market value)

2. 60％new funds（USDT/BTC/ETH）+20％GUSDT(based in coinbene market value)+20%GIB activation wallet

3. 60％new funds（USDT/BTC/ETH）+20％GUSDT(based in coinbene market value)+20%GIB MT5 wallet 

• On the 7th will officially go online to allow for registration to buy in/enter.
• The ranking achieved for the green channel is permanent. Your rank can only rise (be promoted) and will 

not fall down (demoted). But for those who enter after the launch will have monthly review for their 
performance to stay or rise in the ranking. 
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12 If you purchase package via the green channel and upgrade to the rank, after the 
launch it will never drop rank, is it permanent?

Yes. Those who upgraded their ranks during the green channel period is 
permanent and never be demoted. Those who participate after the launch 
will then need to face the monthly ranking review. 

13New members who wish to participate in GIB 2.0, do they need to invest in a minimum 
$500 for the GIB 1.0 package? 

Yes, Green channel's only condition is that they need to 
become an active member in GIB 1.0 
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14 If after members top up GUSDT™ into the designated wallet, and on the 7th they purchase the 
package, when do we count the price? 

GUSDT™ wallet is only a hot wallet in GIB currently, to store the GUSDT™. 
When the start of package purchasing on the 7th then we will follow the market 
price of Coinbene to deduct the standard amount of GUSDT™ 

15
If member chose 30 days but exit on the 15th, then they will need to wait until 

the end of 30 days to finish, only then will they be able to get the capital, 
afterwards can then choose to participate again immediately. 

Once MT5 goes online members can stake in different mining pool, if member A choose to 
stake for 30 days, but on the 15th day chose to exit the Staking, can he/she participate in the 

next Staking again? Or need to wait sometime after in order to be able to stake again? 
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16 Any news for the income wallet of ex-company? 

If its about the ex company, will need to wait for the announcement after 
GIBX goes listed to have any resolving method. While GIB1.0 will have to 
continue to buy coins in the external market while having the internal 
release withdrawal.

17After GIB2.0 starts, does GIB1.0 still exist?

Yes, GIB1.0 is to continue the operation
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18 What is the explanation for the release of U Wallet and DeFi Wallet of GIB1.0?

Will continue to use 10:1 and 10:2 withdrawal release methods and DEFI 
investment 2% income to solve the USDT wallet and DEFI wallet

19Members of the former company did not participate in GIB and did not 
buy a digital bank. Can they participate in MT5 again this time?

You must join GIB1.0 before you can participate in the green channel, otherwise you 
need to wait until it is launched before it can be open up to everyone to participate.

Including former companies member, who can also join after the launch.
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20 6/4 participation 60% fresh fund 40% is the price of Coinbene, but the price is different from 
the price of Coinbene displayed in the membersite. Which one should member follow?

There will be a slight difference of a few seconds, which is very normal. 

21Will the entire organization of GIB1.0 move to 2.0 together and remain the same?

Yes, the entire organization is directly moved from GIB1.0 to GIB2.0
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22 After 1.0 members transfer to 2.0, is there a deadline for participating in the 
purchase of the package?

There should be no regulations at the moment.

23
For example, one of my organization has 3 generations, the first and second generations did not buy mt5 
packages, the third generation will naturally become my first generation.  
However, if the previous first generation suddenly wants to invest in a package in the second month, then will 
this current first generation become my direct referral?

Yes, generation calculations will be changed accordingly
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24 Since the company uses CEX DEX, why the withdrawal need T+2 or T+5?

Due to the need to go through the operations of various systems to transfer liquidity from the capital pool 
to the transaction system, the trading team will have to follow accordingly to the analysis of market trends 
and the distributive process, until which the clearing/hedging is performed. After the transaction is cleared, 
it is also necessary to perform the clearing and hedging.

After clearing the transaction, the calculation and allocation of passive and active reward distribution so 
the process needs time to operate and review, in order to ensure a stable and qualitative smooth 
operating system, so the withdrawal will also take time to stabilize the entire company's operating process 
and structure, hence, 

We set the withdrawal to T+2 or T+5, which is based on comprehensive considerations.
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25
If the member first purchased a package of USD 1,000 to upgrade to the Agent level, 
and then increased USD 4,000, is it possible to upgrade to the AM level if combined 
into 5,000 US dollars?

During the green channel, it is possible to do so, but the additional 4000 US dollars need to be paid in 
one lump sum.

The remaining amount cannot be divided into several steps to gradually increase rank. 

After the launch, this function will be closed, and if you add it again, you will not get this benefit of 
being promoted directly.

After the launch, each time you can only increase by 1,000 US dollars, 5,000 US dollars,

10,000 US dollars, 30,000 US dollars, or 50,000 US dollars, and you cannot make up the difference.
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26 When does the green channel end, and when does the promotional bonus pool end?
When is GIB2.0 launching? 

GIB2.0 will be officially launched at 6 pm on June 6th, and the green channel will be close 
before the launching at 00:00 on June 6th.

It will be closed at the time of the event, and the US$10 million grand prize pool will also be 
closed to enter calculation and compiling for the Top 10 leaders across the world.

27When does the national partner mechanism expire and how to qualify?

The partnership mechanism of various countries will conduct a settlement after closing the green channel, and 
the quota will be announced on a first-come, first-served basis.If there are slots available, we will decide whether 
to continue to open up the slots, and once again call on leaders of all countries to grasp the green channel for 
their development.

Partners need to complete the following tasks:
• You must invest at least 10,000 US dollars, and then lead at least 10 direct referrals to complete their 

personal investment of 10,000 US dollars each.
• And the entire team must have 100 individuals investing 10,000 US dollars each. 
• A team of 100 people does not include the 10 direct referrals, and it is stipulated that at least 100 people 

invest 10,000 US dollars each.
• It is not a total performance of 1 million US dollars, this is an entirely different concept.
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28 Whether the foreign exchange is executing trades daily or weekly, the 
profit of 10% to 30% refers to daily or monthly’s income?

The monthly income of 10-30% refers to a single pool, and it is multiplied by 5 times when you 
invest in 5 pools. The new foreign exchange trading model is based on how many retail orders 
are cleared in a week, then the profit is calculated every week.

The greater the liquidity of the staking (the higher the performance), the more retail orders can 
be cleared by GIBX. And the more hedging is profitable, so the static profit is calculated weekly.

29If a member has deposited funds into the designated wallet, can the member 
withdraw the excess GUSDT™?

This type of function has not been unlocked yet. After 2.0 is officially launched on June 6th, 
all functions will be unlocked eventually, and members can freely transfer excess GUSDT™ 
in the GIB2.0 system, as well as transferring back to Coinbene.
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Thank You


